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Children Who Suffer From Radiation Sickness

1 6 104 Mary Wireless technology currently in place has already destroyed our health and our lives (me and my 
children), and barred equal access to our home (actually, several of them). There is already no way to 
escape these emissions that sicken us and bar our acce

2 22 462 Audrey My daughter got severe migraines from the smart meter. once it was removed she was fine. We don't 
want any 5G, 6G, etc . Don't care about smart homes, self driving cars, faster download times, etc. - 
not worth the tradeoff in horrible health.

3 34 741 Dr Kevin My wife gets migraines and other debilitating symptoms from wireless radiation. My daughter was 
sick at school whenever wireless devices were used and we discovered that she also suffers from EHS. 
Currently she is unable to attend school without being sic

4 37 791 Jessica My children and I are EHS and can barely cope with the inundation of radiation we experience 
already. Please stop.

5 62 1279 Kim Ever since 5G came into our neighborhood, across the street from our school, 2 of my kids and my 
husband have been dealing w dizzy spells and don't get good sleep anymore. It's going on 2 yrs now. 
Nothing is found medically.

6 73 1518 Ananda Ever since cellphone towers where placed my health steadily degraded with neurological symptoms, 
loud ringing in my ears, migraines, body aches, skin burning, rashes and major fatigue. Both of my 
children have also suffered the same symptoms and even deve

7 79 1623 Santa My daughter is 100% disabled because of radio frequency radiation and it is life threatening. My 
daughter can not go anywhere because of the smart meters. With 5G she will not survive.

8 100 2078 Patricia My son and I have already been severely injured by radiaion exposure from smartmeters and 
methane gas exposure from the Santa Susana gas leak. Where are our rights?

9 124 2616 Robyn My children are hurt by wireless radiation exposure. The wireless radiation at school will be the cause 
of us home-schooling next year. Please let our home be a safe haven!

10 124 2627 Mary My son has damage that displays many symptoms of electro magnetic frequency damage from 
childhood.

11 127 2686 James My child and myself are already suffering the effects of wireless radiation with the current 
bombardment. 5G will only exacerbate our health conditions.

12 181 3857 Lori My special needs daughter is sensitive to this and it will directly effect her! We don't even have wifi in 
our home because if the health implications!

13 213 4522 Melanie Since the towers went up in our town my boys have experienced ear ringing, migraines and muscle 
pain. This is a crime against humanity.

14 219 4632 Michael I have two children who are electrosensitive. Their activities have become severly limited because the 
wifi radiation in virtually every building makes them ill. Now, we have 5G towers going up everywhere 
which produce sharp pains whenever we pass close b

15 231 4912 Martha Microwave radiation and wireless devices that emit radio frequency radiation make me and my 
children sick and unable to function. Once away from these, we are fine. We do not consent to have 
ourselves subjected to wireless radiation, micro and millimete

16 278 5948 Kendall My six year old gets migraine headaches from wireless radiation exposure please don't force this 
killing technology into our neighborhoods against our will and put my son in endless agony.

17 279 5959 Barbara My kids and grandchildren are already sensitive to wireless before 5G. 5G much worse. Stop this 
rollout which has zero safety testing and zero safety considerations by those approving it irrespective 
of grave safety issues.

18 320 6851 Christina My child started getting severe migraines when 5G started being used in our neighborhood and 
school.
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19 321 6886 Olive My son died about two months after we got our gas meter smart meter installed without our 
permission. I couldn't figure out what seemed to inflame him shortly after that meter was installed. 
He had been improving very noticeably and then went back down hi

20 332 7101 Ginger My son would wake covered in blood from his nose daily until we removed the smart meter from near 
his room. Once gone the bloody noses stopped. This is just from a smart meter. Imagine the power of 
small cell towers!

21 378 8086 Kerry My son has had trouble sleeping and plagued by frequent headaches since the installation of 5G 
towers across the road and down the street from our home. I cannot bear to have any of these towers 
closer to our property, my son will become even sicker! Pl

22 418 8986 Kenneth We are paying extra each month so our electric company doesn't use a smart meter. Our daughter 
was having seizures while the smart meter was in use, but not anymore. God knows what 5G would 
do to her.

23 418 8993 Andrea Unlicensed Wireless frequency already harms my child. Unlicensed and unsafe wireless combined 
frequency already harms my child. Unlicensed and unsafe wireless combined and single frequency 
creates cumulative injury to my child. Unlicensed and unsafe wi

24 530 11460 Yolanda Persistent headaches in my child, caused by wifi in his school

25 550 11862 Angelina My boys were getting ill with headaches and constant intermittent sleep disruptions. My oldest son 
had to be monitored by a cardiologist because of severe chest pain centering at his heart which was 
also causing him to feel faint during school and athleti

26 591 12720 Anjanette As a sensitive health educator and homeschooling mom, I and my family have been suffering too long 
already with irresponsible health testing of these new devices. Just because we cannot see this 
technology, like the wind or electricity, does not mean it h

27 605 13015 Shauna My son has unexplained muscle pain we have seen a Dr and had a few tests done with no answers I 
believe that the 5g was making his condition worse because when I stopped our 5g signal his 
symptoms relieved 50% or more we need our home to be a safe place

28 614 13240 Phuong My nephew is sick because of emf sensitivity. He cannot even attend regular school. Better health is 
what this world needs, not 5G and not more emf/radiation.

29 621 13374 Danica I get migraines from 5G towers. My daughter was sick at school whenever wireless devices were used 
and we discovered that she also suffers from EHS. Currently she is unable to attend school without 
being sick (headaches and vomiting). The science is clear

30 658 14198 Sheila The FCC's actions have already caused injury to MY body and that of my Children. The Federal 
Communication Commission has allowed a situation where telecommunication corporations AND 
energy corporations, can physically assault us, with impunity, Our hom

31 646 13922 Sharka As a mother of two children I am deeply concerned about this!! I can see our children are getting very 
affected by the EMF radiation!!!

32 492 10612 Molly I have a child who suffers from very severe eczema and food allergies. It ruins his life. When we 
turned off wifi in our house we realized EMFs is what causes his eczema and allergic reactions. His 
little body can not handle 5G anywhere near him. 5G p

33 286 6100 Dr. David Thank you so much for all that you are doing! My wife and I have been researching all microwave 
radiation for the past 5 years and passionately for the last 9 months due to my wife and daughter are 
moderate to severely effected by it. We have no forms

34 141 2970 Brooke My children and i are highly allergic and sensitive to EMFs. this will be devastating for mine, and my 
children's health.

Children Who Suffer from Conditions Aggravated by Wireless Radiation

35 451 9714 Trish My child is being tested for leukemia at this time. I do not consent to further exposing him or my 
family to further environmental toxins including 5G .

36 633 13625 Carol Ann Cancer has ravaged my family and killed almost everyone off. I am NOT OK with this. I just had to bury 
my baby brother who died from stage four Cancer. I do not submit my family or I to be guinea pigs for 
ANY industry!
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37 446 9583 Rachel I object to 5G. We have worked so hard to heal my daughter from neurological issues, we do not need 
more burden placed on her health.

38 486 10503 Heather Exposure to this type of radiation would aggravate my child's medical condition.

39 540 11661 Paula My child and my husband are immune compromised ... I do not consent to radiation exposure and 
believe that wireless radiation is a health risk

40 570 12277 Melinda My son has autism and seizures and is impacted negatively by wireless.

41 153 3252 Bernice My son is already sensitive to EMF's from chemical exposures. we have to do much monitoring to 
keep him regulated. More exposure could be super harmful for not only him but us as well.

42 626 13491 Ann My ASD daughter has sleep issues and we turn off all gadgets in order to foster sleep. While I haven't 
control of my neighbor's routers, this will mean more passive exposure to us. This seems an 
unneccesary burden during this 5G expansion. Please do mor

43 267 5690 Angela As a parent of medically fragile children. I do not consent to an adding of anything to my environment 
that could cause harm to them.

44 95 1991 Kristie I already have one child in my home who is already immunocompromised and I do not want her, as 
well as my other children or ourselves, to be forced to receive the 5G network radiation. We have the 
right to be safe on our own property.

45 692 14944 Shannon The electromagnetic radiation our tech world has unleashed is already terribly harmful to my health, 
and that of my vulnerable child with autism. This must stop! We need to go back to using wires, as 
opposed to moving forward and problematizing life furth

46 309 6606 McKenzie I am a disabled citizen who has been injured by this technology. There are three cell tower in close 
proximity to my home. I have had several bouts of refractory seizures I believe are exacerbated by the 
exposure to the wireless radiation. My mom & dad ar

47 107 2226 James .....as someone whose younger sibling's death was significantly contributed to microwave / millimeter 
wavelength transmissions (threat from which also disclosed by Department of Defense testing 
DECADES ago) and whose own exhaustive research has revealed a

48 310 6607 Michael I believe my son's epilepsy is being exacerbated by this technology! Please protect the most 
vulnerable as NO ONE is!!

49 310 6608 Susan We believe our son's epilepsy has been exacerbated by three cell towers in close proximity to our 
home. We moved here three years ago & he has had horrible bouts of seizures -- some almost to the 
point of death. He has a potential to suffer Sudden Unexpla

50 318 6808 Teal I have children with Autism, we have had to implement a lot of safety precautions regarding emf's in 
our home. Since we have our children are finally sleeping through the night and my mom-verbal child 
has begun speaking. I do not want them to have to su

Families with Members Suffering from Radiation Sickness

51 129 2736 D My family and many other tenants where I live have permanent hearing and bodily damage from 
these devices placed on our roof. Rapid heart-rate and insomnia occurred immediately after these 
radiation devices went up and the symptoms don't go away. How soon

130 2737 D Small cell millimeter wave Internet antennas placed above our apartment have caused horrific health 
complications for my family and nearby tenants. including headaches, incessant tinnitus, heart-rate 
increase, insomnia. We are forced to move.

52 336 7191 Coreena I suspect wireless has negatively affected me and my family. I feel I have a right to be safe from it that 
supercedes anyone's privilege to make money from such a contract.

53 588 12646 Don Our family is very sensitive to these electrical signals. Please do not allow these devices!

54 606 13045 Audra My family is highly sensitive to EMF. Exposure to 5g cause autonomic disfunction resulting in vertigo 
and headaches to name a few symptoms.

55 652 14073 Derek We have been greatly affected by wireless radiation near our home. In fact we moved because a 
tower was within 250 yards of our home. This would be a nightmare if it passed. I'm signing to keep 
my family safe.
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56 665 14342 Pamela Our family is extremely sensitive to wireless.

57 698 15070 Nadine Our family is very sensitive to EMFs. I object to allowing the expansion of such dangerous 
technologies.

58 581 12498 Eden My family has serious disabilities and if my neighbor gets this kind of wireless it could seriously make 
a dire health situation for my family.

59 283 6053 Gail My family's injuries affect our quality of life.

60 127 2685 Sara I am a health care professional and parent and I have family members who are already suffering 
health effects from wireless radiation. 5G will only magnify these health effects.

Adults Who Suffer from Radiation Sickness

61 3 58 Eduardo I started feeling really sick and at first thought that it was corona virus later I realize every time I went 
close to the 5g towers I felt really tire and short on oxÃ gen . They putting those antennas everywhere 
knowing the health risk they bring .

62 78 1612 Laurie I am a school teacher that became very sick (microwave sickness/ electrosensitivity) when my school 
district installed a new commercial strength wifi system, adding 190+ routers on our campus. I do not 
consent to radiation crossing my property boundaries

63 297 6362 Lauren We are super sensitive to emf

64 486 10494 Kristin We are EMF Sensitive. 5G is not conducive to life.

65 8 145 Christine I personally have felt the improvement of my well being, when I greatly reduced my exposure to EMF. 
I am not fatigued any more, am not forgetful any longer, my ability to concentrate is back to normal. I 
had my house and workplace professionally inspected

66 9 165 Eileen Until you suffer from this exposure you will never truly understand. But please try.

67 9 167 Angela 4G is already making us physically ill! Please, please: do not implement 5G for the sake of our well 
being, as well as our pets and wildlife!!!

68 12 230 Stephanie Put health before money. Three towers nearby and constant heads-aches. Please do your research 
and stop using humans as lab rats.

69 28 587 Heather I am hyper sensitive to wireless radiation and have spent the last year altering my home to minimize 
my exposure. Please stop this madness.

70 44 929 Sharon 3 separate MDs have diagnosed me with Effects of Overexposure to Electromagnetic Radiation, Initial 
Encounter from cell towers and other radiation signals. I already have shown reactions to the 
satellites that have recently been deployed this year. The e

71 54 1125 Estela I am electromagnetic sensitive I had to remove my smart meter, get filters for my house

72 63 1309 J We unknowingly got 5G in our home when we changed to Spectrum internet. They never asked 
permission. We also have been plagued with eternal sinus issues since. Trying to get them to remove 
it.

73 64 1314 Jill I am very sensitive to WiFi radiation and can physically feel the effects (fatigue, brain-fog, headaches) 
when exposed to more than only a little per day. I have a radiation-protective cover on my phone to 
reduce exposure and we turn our WiFi off at night

74 75 1561 Falcon 
Leslie

As someone whose physical and emotional health has been gravely deteriorated by an over-
concentration of EMF and RF at even 4G levels, I strongly object and in fact do not consent to being 
irradiated in my home by too much EMF or RF, whether it be from mi

75 81 1668 Penny Radiation from cell phones already hurts me bad enough, I would not survive having any 5G towers 
right next to my house. I get horrific migraines whenever I'm near cell towers and power lines 
amongst other issues. Please do not go forward with this.

76 88 1842 Katherine I lived previously in a neighborhood filled with cell towers. The power company came out and read .3 
radiation everywhere inside and outside my home. I happened to work across the street from a cell 
tower as well. I never got a break and got so sick my ph

77 92 1918 Tana I have EMS, electro magnetic sensitivity and ears ring, head pressure, brain fog.
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78 103 2159 Bibi I am electronically sensitive and have personal experience of the toxic effect of wireless radiation. 5G 
must be stopped. I must be able to protect myself, especially in my home.

79 104 2162 Ingri I have been harmed by wireless radiation at the 4G level and am astounded that 5G is being rolled out 
without any government-funded safety or health studies. Where is the NEPA review prior to 
placement of these towers and devices? This a violation of basi

80 109 2275 Mary I'm sensitive to EMF and radiation I have ringing in my ears and have to turn off my wi-fi at night to 
get some relief from it. 5G will most definitely exacerbate my condition and make it hard to live with.

81 116 2443 Susan 5G is a dangerous development in today's technology. My ears have started ringing since 5G came to 
my area--what will come along next?

82 117 2455 Malcolm I'm radiation sensitive and cannot tolerate proximity to microwave transmitters. I've already had 
move away from a cell transmitter once to maintain my health. I should not have to be forced to do 
this!!

83 121 2553 Debra I have experienced ill health due to smart meters and wifi in my home. I am opposed to 5G 
technology as I feel it has not been tested adequately to ensure it is safe for human beings. We should 
not be forced into living with technology that has already b

84 123 2596 David While I may not have been knowingly 'injured' by wireless, I have been experiencing more frequent 
headaches, tinnitus, brain fog and other strange symptoms. This is all after the installation of 5G 
towers in my area and across Long Island.

85 128 2703 Laura I noticed my sensitivity to electromagnetic radiation when working in a government office building in 
cubicles with lots of computers around me and fluorescent lights. My small kitchen had a large 
fluorescent light and I noticed problems in that room. A

86 128 2711 Courtney I am becoming increasingly sensitive to electromagnetic radiation of all kinds and do not consent to 
having wireless radiation technology at the frequencies indicated for 5G wireless networks within or 
in proximity to my home.

87 130 2738 Michael These were put up over my apartment and I live in agony now. My head pounds, my ears ring my 
heart races and I can't sleep. This is so wrong with so many studies showing awful health effects. Stop 
the insanity!

88 132 2758 Alana While I haven't personally experienced major injury, I am definitely electro sensitive and experience 
headaches and migraines with extensive wifi and device use.

89 132 2772 Katherine I am very sensitive to Emf wifi etc. I have moved away from the city to get away from the 
bombardment It has helped. The last thing I want is to have it out here where I am finally feeling 
better! Thankyou for helping protect all of our health.

90 138 2893 Marla For 9 years I taught in a classroom that had Dirty Electricity levels 40+ times higher than safe. I 
became electro-sensitive and suffered a deterioration in my health. Choosing to ignore the danger of 
EMF is very foolish.

91 152 3222 Jennifer Six years ago, I was sickened/injured by wireless radiation. It was being emitted from mobile phone 
antennas, concealed in the roof of a building in which I taught school. Not knowing those antennas 
were there, I had no idea at first why I was becoming so

92 154 3270 Teresa I have already been injured by wireless radiation coming from smart meters. I'm not willing to risk 
further illness and injury from 5G.

93 159 3377 Stephanie I've been wireless injured for 10 years now. The truth about wireless harm MUST COME OUT TO 
EVERYONE NOW.

94 166 3634 Peter Since August 2019 I have experienced increased symptoms of intense WiFi radiation. The symptoms 
include headache, dizziness, shortness of breath, anxiety, and depression. I am a healthy 36 year old 
male I exercise 4 times a week and work a physical job. I

95 174 3706 Mandi Daily headaches! And bad eye visions. Pls don't

96 179 3808 Brittney My husband is visibly affected by electronic technology. He must limit the time spent around 
technology to maintain a healthy state. When he is unable to distance from electronics his hands 
develop a tremor, he becomes shallow breathed and has much more f
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97 180 3842 Lisa Wireless internet gives me headaches. I don't want 5G anywhere near my house.

98 184 3920 Judy I am and have been having damaging concentration issues due to all this wireless radiation floating 
around. I am absolutely opposed to this bombardment

99 190 4063 William I strongly object to being exposed to an onslaught of wireless radiation on my person.i am chemical 
sensitive person and have been sick from exposure to chemicals.Avoiding untested toxic chemical 
exposure is hard enough but the saturation of EMR will l

100 193 4111 Michaela I am very sensitive to emfs, it is hard enough now without the 5g. 5g has been shown to have horrible 
health effects on plants, animals, humans health.

101 193 4116 Gary I have been sick for over six months as a result of cell towers, smart meters and other nearby wireless 
internet devices. I have read numerous studies showing continued exposure can result in cancer as 
well as headaches, sleeplessness, injuries to vision,

102 200 4242 Aranka My head suffers daily from emf radiation exposure for yrs now since a huge Cell tower was built near 
my home in a residential neighborhood and v. close to 2 schools , and since 5g was installed 
everywhere in this city, spokane , the emf microwave f

103 205 4366 Sarah I develop flu like symptoms when I use a cell phone or computer for more than an hour. I get ill in 
homes where there is increased wireless- smart meter or near high powered lines. I have 
mitochondrial dysfunction with cardiac symptoms and it has worsened

104 214 4546 Jennifer From a healthcare perspective of which I am in the field of, I have many clients that are true Ly 
sensitive to electromagnetic frequency to the point of getting sick if exposed. However, my biggest 
objection is the unlawful way in which 5G is being pushe

105 218 4614 Sandra As someone who is electromagnetic sensitive, I Do Not Consent

106 221 4686 Carol I can not deal with the technology that is out there now, alone 5G or more. I don not have any of it in 
my home and do not want it!

107 224 4751 Edinah Since April 22,2020, I have experienced chemical burning reaction on my skin. I thought its just the 
sunscreen I applied. I was medically treated with topical steroid for 2 weeks but I noted that even 
with natural food, like aloe vera, coconut oil, even,

108 230 4901 Laura Radiation is extremely dangerous to the health of both children and adults. I suffer from migraines 
that can cause vomiting due to radiation. Vomiting is among the least harm that radiation and 5g 
towers are/will cause.

109 232 4925 Wendy My health and my life were ruined when our power company put up data collectors (cell towers for 
the power company) on both sdies of my home, 150' away on one side and 300' away on the other 
side. It was like living in a microwave oven!. They made me EH

110 245 5216 Loretta I am already affected by the proliferation of wireless technology, causing me pain and discomfort in 
my own home. i cannot be on the computer or phone for than 20 minutes, I can not watch TV or go to 
the movies, I cannot be in a room with overhead, part

111 247 5262 Edward At my Seattle home I was notified of a pending work order to install a smart meter. I immediately 
asked to Opt Out for issues of health & my request was denied because I was a net metering 
customer using 16 solar panels. I persisted in my demand that I

112 250 5314 Stephanie I have severe EMF sensitivity and this would be detrimental to my health as well as every other 
Americans. Even I'd you dont feel it... your cells do, your DNA do and cancer, memory issues, 
autoimmune diseases are all heightened because of this. Please sa

113 251 5347 Lisa I was injured because there were 5 Smart Meters on the exterior of the bedroom wall in my 
apartment. There were several measures I took to lessen this electromagnetic radiation, all to no 
avail. I was forced to move. I must not enter places with electro

114 255 5426 Katy I have personally suffered severely debilitating health consequences due to unauthorized/forced 
exposure to non-native EMF's which among other issues has caused me to suffer from radiation 
sickness.

115 255 5434 Traci I have friends who have electromagnetic sensitivities and I can definitely feel the impacts of wifi after 
spending my working day in a school full of wifi devices. As the schools began to install more and 
more wifi over the years I can definitely feel th
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116 264 5627 Ted I can't live near too much wifi or I get severe anxiety and can't sleep.

117 265 5652 Heather Having become zapped to the point of EHS through exposure to alien electronic wireless technological 
exposures, I strongly object to this altered pollution of the electromagnetic fields that all humans 
share on the planet. We need clean light frequencies

118 276 5918 Alison I am already struggling with significant health problems due to electrohypersensitivity. Any increases 
in the radiation levels already existing in my community would ruin any chances I have of regaining 
my health, and jeopardize the mental, emotional, an

119 277 5930 Helen My health is negatively impacted by exposure to wireless radiation, and I do not consent to being 
irradiated in my home and/or on my property by wireless devices being installed on my neighbors' 
houses by telecom companies.

120 288 6148 Candice I have read and experienced sickness from hi frequency wi fi, this needs to be studied more, this is a 
mistake and is hurting people.

121 293 6251 Amy Pulse wave technology is already effecting my health and want it to go any further. I do not consent to 
further disruption of our biology.

122 297 6352 Deborah I have suffered damage from wireless/cellular devises and signals. The earth cannot handle 5g. It will 
ruin our planet and our health.

123 298 6382 Aline I already have debilitating symptoms caused by current wireless radiation levels in my neighborhood. 
I do not consent to being further irradiated. It would be an absolute nightmare for me.

124 298 6386 Brian Whenever driving down Cook Street Indio I get sharp pains in my head, sufficient to make me cry out. 
There is a whole cluster of cell towers situated there. I have to avoid that area now. There are also cell 
towers in the nearby park that have warnings o

125 300 6412 Sarah I have not been injured by wireless because I have experienced that I am sensitive to it and stay away 
from it most of the time. I live in an area that doesn't even get cell phone reception for the most part. 
If I had to live with it I would certainly bec

126 306 6533 Don I can only spend limited time around wireless. With a meter I can quantify my observations. The 
medical cabal does not recognize microwave energy as detrimental. Its the wild wild west when it 
comes to microwave energy There is no meter for 5G. A block

127 309 6602 Melissa I am very sensitive to EMFs. I have fatigue, insomnia, headaches, heart palpitations, muscle aches, 
and neuropathic pain; none of my symptoms seem to respond to the medications prescribed by my 
doctor(s). I frequently have to call in sick to work, and I

128 316 6747 Carol i have not been injured that i am aware of by wireless; however, wireless does cause sleeplessness 
and headache.

129 337 7216 Devika My nervous system is already sensitive to EMF! I am living with constant tinnitus, headaches, 
palpitation, anxiety.. I cannot be subjected to any more!

130 341 7277 Jeannette Wireless radiation has many health issues to myself and my husband. We do not want even more 
radiation in our neighborhood.

131 343 7325 Joshua As a person who has been affected by non-ionizing radiation for decades now I support the position of 
CHD and oppose the legislation of satellite transmitters on private residences and businesses.

132 345 7376 Clara In 2017 I developed a condition called Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity, sometimes referred to as EHS 
or ES. If we increase the amount of satellites and antennas I will get very sick and won't have a safe 
place to live or be able to engage with my communi

133 350 7486 Elizabeth I am not sure if I have been damaged but it looks like my neighbor already installed a 5g transmitter. 
For weeks now I have been getting debilitating headaches.

134 351 7495 Anthony My wife is 100% disabled from radio frequency radiation. It is life threatening for my wife she will die. 
God Bless CHD for doing this for all of us.

135 364 7779 Lisa I sat in front a computer that was not hardwired and had a cell phone to my ear for over the past 15 
years working from 9am to late hours in the evening. I now understand why I'm not feeling well. Lack 
of focus, buzzing in my head. When I'm on my cell pho

136 365 7799 Alice We need to test the effects of 5G on our population, I all ready suffer from severe ring in my ears if I 
am around any cell towers, I do not want to be monitored or intruded upon.
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137 367 7830 Sherel Frequent headaches, nausea, fatigue. Only been feeling this the past two months since lockdown and 
the installation of 5g towers in my city. Will sure for damages!

138 374 7980 Michelle I have EMF Hypersensitivity because of this growing problem.

139 376 8027 Lisa Wireless radiation, at CURRENT RELATIVELY MILD LEVELS, has caused all kinds of havoc to my health. 
5G would emit unprecedented levels of radiation. 'Secondhand' radiation is worse than secondhand 
smoke. It would kill many.

140 377 8051 Dina I am a victim of the criminal wireless industry, I am 100% disabled because of radiation poisoning in 
my body, I totally destroy.

141 386 8284 Cindy I have electromagnetic sensitivities and DO NOT consent.

142 386 8365 Kelly I am sensitive to wireless signals. I get a headache and a loud ringing in my ears when near wifi and 
cell phones or towers. Please, respect my rights to a safe and healthy future. No small cell antennas 
on homes, or near schools. If California firefighte

143 393 8443 Taylor I am extremely sensitive to EMF radiation. Do your research - its extremely harmful to the human 
body at every level.

144 398 8541 Shelley I was severely disabled when, unknown to me, a RF transmitting antenna was attached to my 
bedroom wall by my public utility in 2010. I do not consent to any wireless radiation trespassing onto 
my property. I will consider this electronic criminal assault

145 399 8552 Lisamarie THERE ARE ALREADY NUMEROUS TOWERS IN MY AREA CAUSING US HEADACHES AND LOSS OF TASTE 
IN MY MOUTH!

146 407 8759 Betty I am hyper sensitive and cannot sleep well with WiFi in the home I can't imagine what it would be like 
with 5G I do not consent to 5G

147 408 8775 Schuyler I do get heart palpitations when around cellular phones to much currently. I don't want any stronger 
phones or devices or signals near me.

148 408 8780 Jacqueline I had to get rid of my WIFI because I found it was causing my headaches. I can't only be on a wireless 
phone for a short period of time before my headaches begin. There are studies from the U.K. that 
prove that OTARD are causing small birds and insects

149 413 8878 Leah We have experienced health problems due to wireless exposure and now take steps to reduce our 
exposure. I am adamantly opposed to 5G technology.

150 416 8947 Theresa I know from experience over 15 years that wireless tech is harmful to life and well being. I suffer from 
head aches, ear aches and tinnnitis .I know many people who have been harmed by wireless tech. I do 
not trust the FCC to protect the public health. T

151 418 8991 Sarah I'm already feeling the ill effects of the 5G box that was just installed on a pole on my property.

152 419 9003 Alicia I have tinnitus and suffer from migraines and can not be around high frequencies as this exasperates 
my condition.

153 422 9052 Arianna I stopped using cell phones about 10 years ago, after noticing that they were making me somewhat, 
and also after meeting other people who became more severely ill from cell phones. Even though I 
informed my housemates of my problem with cell phones, they

154 426 9154 Angela I can't hold my cellphone or even my cordless phone for more than five minutes before my hand goes 
numb. Longer than 10 minutes and I get shooting pain up my arm. I don't want to imagine the pain 
that I will feel from 5G.

155 428 9183 Anne I have Electromagntic Sensitivity, since 2007. I have done all i can to mitigate the EMagnetic pollultion 
by moving rurally, and sleeping in a faraday cage. I have been 'sheltering in place' for years due to 
your man made electromagnetic fields. I must

156 428 9191 Claire i nearly died of EMF radiation toxicity in 2018. I'm deeply concerned over the calloused disregard of 
the FCC, and the powers that be who put profit over the lives of people.

157 429 9197 Nelda My ear hurts sometimes from a wireless device so I felt that's a good reason to say yes it has hurt me 
(it doesn't even have to be against my ear for this to happen, but if it is against my ear it can happen 
sooner and be more painful). It may cause other
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158 433 9287 Briana I experience sensitivities, headaches, and brain fog around wifi and cell phone signals. Please consider 
how dangerous this technology is for adults (and even more so for children and infants!). Our future 
and health depend on our government looking out f

159 443 9505 Elizabeth Was electrocuted from the digital meter put on our house. For 2 years cell tower radiation burnt my 
skin when I passed them. Luckily have healed to a great degree.

160 445 9554 Rebecca Wireless technology robs my energy, prevents me from experiencing the restorative cycles of sleep, 
disrupts my thyroid function and deregulates my immune system. This is disabling.

161 454 9778 Sandra I do not own a cell phone but I have had to borrow other's phones on occasion and it tends to give me 
serious headaches afterwards.

162 459 9883 Marcella Smart meter was installed outside our bedroom window without notice or consent. My husband and I 
experienced headaches and sleeplessness. We has the meter removed and the sleeplessness and 
headaches stopped.

163 460 9904 Jodi I have adverse health issues from the current radio frequencies. This is a nightmare. Please don't do 
this.!!

164 466 10057 Wilbert Recently a 5G cell site was installed less than 40ft from our front door and since then, both my wife 
and I have developed health issues that we have never experienced before!

165 467 10068 Linda I became electrosensitive 9 years ago after the installation of a more powerful Wi-Fi base next to my 
office. Within the space of 10 days, my whole life changed.

166 468 10105 Julie The current levels of wireless radiation are already causing me great suffering. This electric pollution is 
causing harm to me and all life. We need to stop the roll out of this dangerous technology 
immediately.

167 469 10116 Brigitte 4G cell-phone antennas on a neighbor building's roof have already been causing me injury, which 
amounts to assault. Due to serious symptoms, I gave up cell-phone, tablet and cordless-phone use a 
long time ago. I do not have WiFi in my home either and avoi

168 477 10294 Mitzi Even having my internet on, causes adverse health effects. I get headaches, & nervousness when it's 
on . I keep router off except for certain times of the day . When router is on, I go to the room that's 
farthest away from router . Thank you for this

169 494 10666 Jason I already suffer greatly from wireless

170 496 10710 Trina I get constant headache with 4G & what more with 5G that FCC allowed. Trump is not well informed 
of 5G dangers to health & life. I have researched EMF dangers since 2006. T-Mobile in my MT area is 
operating at 600 MHz. Since then I get pain in head like a

171 504 10887 Lorin I absolutely Do Not Consent to this. I already am experiencing headaches (not typical for me) when 
I'm forced into connecting to 5G networks that are already running in Portland. We are already 
bombarded by wireless and RF emissions virtually everywhere w

172 505 10909 Sean I have experienced a vertigo, dizziness, but it was more like my balance went out for a few moments. I 
thought there was an earthquake. My wife was standing right next to me and didn't experience it and 
was confused why I almost fell over. This was in o

173 506 10922 Barbara I have pain in my dominant hand and arm whenever I use my cell phone and laptop, and it has 
become worse during this pandemic because I have to do more online work.

174 507 10941 Kathy Radiation definitely effects my energy level for the worse. I rarely turn wi-fi on for that reason, and put my 
cell phone on airplane mode except for when I need to use it. I object to exposure that I can't control!

175 527 11387 Cori My husband has migraine headaches that sometimes last for a week straight caused by wireless radiation. He 
is the sole support for our family and he loses many days a year of work due to his migraines and is on FMLA 
for this. Please don't make his condi

176 528 11414 Cristina I have already been experiencing health effects from the 5G networks in my body. I do not consent to having 
any Kind of device on or near my property whatsoever nor on my neighbors which may affect me and my two 
small children.

177 545 11774 Aurora I was injured by wireless radiation. I now experience severe symptoms of radiation sickness, I've been doing 
my best to heal in the past year, this is a very difficult sickness to live with and extremely expensive to 
remediate your home. Please stop inj
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178 547 11802 Allen I know much about 5G and very concerned also getting sick from cell phone towers a block from my home. I 
live in East Village San Diego and these towers are behind the Lilian apartments on 14th and J

179 568 12241 Renee Please, STOP this! My parents' health has declined ever since a 5G tower was installed next door to them. 
They are having to move as a result.

180 571 12309 Nina I am electrosensitive. My health, immune system, ability to leave my home, have all been damaged by 4G.

181 574 12355 Mickey Ringing in the ears is just the start of my problems due to these frequencies.

182 575 12374 Shelley I couldn't sleep for over a week after the 'smart meter' was put on my water meter, so I can't even imagine 
the damage to our nervous systems if 5G towers are installed near our homes- ON our homes?!??? It is a 
ridiculous idea and surreal to have to even

183 578 12442 Vicki I am no longer able to go to many local restaurants, to the movie theater or just to stroll in many parts of the 
city because wireless radiation is concentrated to a dangerous level at these places and this concentration 
makes me ill. Even our library ha

184 585 12585 Lindsay I experience extreme migraines and heart palpitations and chest pains from cell towers. Please do not put 
these within 2 miles from my house.

185 590 12699 Kathleen I have developed horrible tinnitus and unexplained muscle weakness.

186 591 12715 Joyce For all who are now electrically sensitive, like me, we need this!

187 592 12745 Denise I had daily migraines when the Smart Meter was put on my house and now they are gone because the meter 
is gone. There is enough data available to clearly show 5G and wireless are dangerous.

188 616 13278 April I have been injured by wireless radiation.I suffer on a daily basis & during the night. I have not had a cell 
phone for 7 years. Internet is wired.

189 616 13283 Kristi My health plummeted when living in working in high concentrations of wireless emissions, as confirmed by 
my physician. My home is my refuge and I do NOT consent to being violated by radiation in my own personal 
space. R-E-S-P-E-C-T my body autonomy. My bo

190 617 13314 Allison My health has been severely affected by exposure to EMF/EMR ongoing since 2005. My research to help 
myself to recover - because doctor's had no clue - has led me to understand the dangers of beings exposed to 
ANY wireless radiations or frequencies. 4G and

191 212 4509 Ed While I have not been injured (yet) by wireless radiofrequency radiation (RFR) it may be in part because I 
minimize my exposure. As a disabled person with cancer that may be exacerbated by RFR, I need to be able 
control health risks like RFR to the maximu

192 630 13567 Rebecca I cannot say I've been injured by wireless because I haven't been diagnosed BUT I know my body and brain 
better than anyone and I am certain wireless messes with my memory and clarity and a few other things. I do 
not want towers near me! If I did I

193 631 13581 Linda I can no longer go downtown in Santa Fe since they deployed 5G antennas on buildings. Headaches, nausea, 
hot flashes, dizziness. And there are no bees on the blooming fruit trees. I am concerned there could be a 
connection.

194 637 13697 Judith I already know I react to wireless and know that stronger signals could really damage my health. No safety 
studies, NO 5 G !

195 637 13698 Douglas My wife is electro-sensitive and must be protected

196 648 13974 Pat Smart meters, wifi, and cell phones in our home is causing health issues such as headaches and irregular heart 
rhythms. Not only do I want the wireless radiation that is now happening in my home to be removed, I do not 
give consent for further wireless ra

197 651 14056 Robin I am electrosensitive. I've even had the smart meeter removed from my home and noticed an improvement in 
my health.

198 652 14066 Chandu I am very sensitive to wireless technology and causes physical pain to by body. Please stop these wireless 
technology. Thanks.

199 652 14071 Barbara I am a senior citizen person who is electrosensitive and cannot tolerate towers near where I live. I am 
absolutely opposed the to FCC's OTARD rule.

200 660 14244 Gail I don't want more cell towers, less would be Best! I stopped going to nalls Decades ago because the 'silent 
alarms' gave me a headache same for cell phone stores. And even with the 4D towers l could still feel it 
bothering my brain. After much reading, ba

201 665 14353 Sarah Cell phones already cause me pain because of all the radiation. Enough is enough. No one needs 5g let alone 
have it on their house.
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202 651 14036 Michelle Working full time in School buildings with enhanced and extended wireless capabilities increases health issues 
for me personally. I know this is bad for our health!

203 671 14483 Jack Microwave radio frequencies emitting from a WiFi installed in my office at home put me in the hospital twice 
with lung infections, causing a chronic case of pleuritis, horrific anxiety and health destroying insomnia. I had 
no idea my chronic health condit

204 684 14767 Mike I am an injured party of wireless radiation from a nearby cell tower. OTARD puts them closer to our homes 
and is a reckless endangerment to all life.

205 685 14685 Jennifer I have suffered 24 years of torture and repeated exile due to wireless radiation since 1996-97 when cell 
phones went from analog to digital and sales skyrocketed. Seven of these years were spent fighting off a likely 
death (according to my doctors) at an

206 686 14789 Amanda I have a written statement from my doctor stating that I have severe electromagnetic sensitivity and should 
avoid EMF/RF exposure to the greatest possible extent. It is difficult to do so in our modern world, but if my 
neighbors' homes bear antennas, wh

207 692 14943 Priscilla I am electromagnetically sensitive to cell phone radiation. It makes me feel ill, uncomfortable, tired and off 
balance. Professionally, I am a neurofeedback provider working with EEG biofeedback. I am professionally 
aware of how sensitive our nervous syst

208 693 14949 Craig my wife has been severly injured by cell towers and wifi.

209 493 10637 Susan I can definitely feel a link between RF exposure and chronic, very difficult restless legs syndrome and it is 
maddening to think it could get even far worse with the vastly increased exposure 5G will bring.... and 
without any apparent regard for Americans

Adults Who Suffer from Conditions Aggravated by Wireless Radiation

210 278 5945 Katherine 3g/4g is why my dad is fighting brain cancer. No thanks to 5g that has been proven not to be better. It is only 
good for control of people and will cause more cancer and health problems. I do not consent and it should be 
voted on.

211 496 10699 Joan My beautiful and beloved daughter died in 2011 at the age of 40 from the incurable brain cancer found to be 
caused by cell phone radiation by the US National Toxicology 10 year study of the effects of cell phone 
radiation. Since I became aware of the res

212 289 6162 Karen I had cancer and I can feel my cancer spots re-activating in the presence of wireless radiation and so my home 
MUST be safe!

213 368 7854 Bryan I believe my fathers cancer came from the semi he has been living in for ten years. I myself have an injury that 
I cannot explain any other way.

214 368 7855 Jesse My father was just diagnosed with cancer 2 days ago his neck is swollen like a ballon. I have a feeling Living in 
'his' semi for the last ten years is the cause. He has developed diabetes and all kinds of other health issues 
since he has been an over the

215 313 6676 Elizabeth Having been exposed to massive doses of radiation from cancer treatment, I am sensitive to wifi and 
therefore, I object to 5G rollout altogether.

216 321 6888 Harvey Already one case of CML due to ionized radiation

217 446 9582 Amy As a cancer survivor, I vehemently object to this!

218 625 13464 Claire I have already been through cancer and cancer treatment. I keep a perfect diet and lifestyle, but I can't 
protect myself against 5G. I don't want my children or grandchildren to go through cancer because of the 
harm in which you are enveloping us.

219 465 10038 Elizabeth I have an inoperable brain stem tumor that is affected by wireless smart meters triggering severe headaches.

220 594 12780 Traci My husband and I are cancer survivors and we would like to keep it that way.

221 210 4048 Jason This I hope helps. I survived late stage 4 cancer in 2016, I do not want to go through that again

222 286 6109 Janet there is already a smart meter attached to the apartment adjoining mine which nobody knows about so far 
except me. As a survivor of cancer, of chemo and radiation, my immune system isn't the greatest and I'm 81 
years old.I consider it to be criminally ins

223 623 13418 Cat Since 5G has been installed right behind my house I have been wracked with migraine headaches and a 
severe relapse of Lyme disease. I feel like my skin is crawling all the time, and my skin looks and feels dry and 
crispy, which is very abnormal for me.
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224 73 1525 Sydnie I have Lyme Disease and am very sensitive to high frequencies. I am strongly opposed to anything that has not 
been tested for health and safety reasons before implementation, especially since I know it does have effects 
even at lower frequencies. I do not

224 484 10462 Sara I already have two autoimmune diseases. 5G can only cause greater deterioration of my health and the health 
of all living things.

225 74 1543 Darel 
Gabriel

My symptoms of auto-immune illness are directly affected by Radio Frequency Radiation. I am able to prove 
documented and correlatable health effects. Should this law pass, I will fight all of the polluting parties in my 
local courts.

226 325 6985 Kelly I have already had to sell my home and move because this was making me 100%— sicker. I have an 
autoimmune disease and I have notice my already compromised immune system has gotten significantly 
worse around this stuff to where I have even been hospitalize

227 305 6525 Carla I have an auto immune disorder, lupus, which is aggravated by exposure to electromagnetic radiation. I ended 
up in the hospital in 2018 after start smart meters were installed on my home, with anxiety, panic attacks, 
insomnia and unable to breathe, as so

228 113 2359 Joanne I do not consent to be exposed to wireless radiation in my home. I am immune compromised and have had 
heart symptoms, memory issues and dizziness when exposed to wifi for too long. My home needs to be a safe 
place for me. Especially now when we are shelt

229 149 3165 Colette I suffer from chronic fatigue and immune dysregulation, and wireless and microwave radiation cause an 
increase of symptoms and weakening of my overall health. Removing the risks associated with the 5G 
network important for the health of everyone, not just

230 464 10013 Dustin My mother has all kinds of autoimmune problems that doctors cannot figure out and I cannot risk that 
potentially getting worse with 5G because it's simply not worth it

231 514 11091 Leanna Radio frequencies trigger anaphylactoid responses in my body due to severe Mast Cell Activation Syndrome, 
since EMFs trigger mast cell degranulation events. I have already been unable to leave my property for almost 
a year primarily due to to the mass pro

232 666 14362 Kerri I have chemical and food sensitivities which includes Wi-Fi sensitivity so I do not want any 5G near me or 
where I live.

233 588 12637 Rwebecca Toxic encephalopathy secondary to chemical and electromagnetic field exposure.  100% disabled by wireless 
technology.

234 23 478 Jim My wife has a white blood cell production issue that can be worsened by 5G type RF radiation.

235 28 582 Marti I live with multiple rare & incurable neurological conditions. My symptoms have been greatly exacerbated by 
the introduction of 2G, 3G & 4G technology. Technology that I NEVER consented to. I cannot imagine being 
able to survive the implementation of 5G w

236 398 8540 Barbara I. Have balance issues and feel pressure in my head as w as tinnitus among other issues

237 52 1086 Christine I am very sensitive to EMF frequencies and they contribute to my overall health problems which has made me 
unable to cognitively function for the past 6 years. I am just regaining my health and have taken measures to 
limit EMF in my home and do not want

238 89 1862 Paul I have a spinal cord injury(c4 incomplete) and over the past 4 years ihave studied the effects of all ranges of 
'non ionizing radiation ' generated by wifi, radar, cell frequencies, and also the lack there of(to my best 
ability). My bodies nervous system

239 561 12092 Tamara I have a diagnosis of 'COPD Changes' from 2001. Two years ago I was very sick with COPD symptoms for 8 
months. I tried exercise, eating a pure diet, including supplements, gave up caffeine. Nothing helped. Then 
friends suggested I hard wire my apartment,

240 98 2054 Melissa I have had breathing issues very bad since smart meters went in. It is killing me. I know many others have 
suffered the same. These are crimes against humanity and it needs to stop. It goes against my Constitutional 
right to life. I am ashamed this even h

241 112 2352 Tia I have been disabled by a pharmaceutical drug and my medical condition is highly sensitive to environmental 
stressors such as radiation. As it is, daily living is a challenge for me.

242 595 12796 Kendle I do not consent to unathorized 5G in my area! My tinnitus, fatigue and other factors are only made worse 
with radiation and known to be bad for your brain.

243 80 1649 Leah My husband has epilepsy. His seizures have gotten significantly worse since 5g antennas were put up in my 
town. Please stop this! Now he has many seizures per day!
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244 475 10247 Sherri 130 Old Ranch Road is the home I am sole owner of and I may eventually move back there. Because I am an 
epileptic and can't drive, I am temporarily living on Towne Terrace closer to town. I object to this 
environmental violation in both residential are

245 204 4331 Sandra Wireless radiation exacerbated my health issues.

246 301 6432 Michelle I suffer from chronic illness and 5G would be detrimental to my health.


